Rural Community Challenges

Kansas Floodplain Mapping Status
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Modernized DFIRM
- Effective DFIRM
- Effective DFIRM with Redevelopment
- DFIRM Under Development

Not Modernized FIRM
- County-Wide Available

Cities with SFHA Identified
- Yes
- No

Dates reflect the most recent study and may vary by location within a county. Consult the watershed map for watershed projects.
Presidential Disasters - Not
Mitigation Grants - Not
Community Action
State Action
State Action
Last Thoughts

The very smallest communities need help. Some ways to help them:

• Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) flood mapping assistance.
• Community Assistance Program – State Support Services Element to help them prevent problems before they start.
• Community Rating System (CRS) makes local programs stronger.
• Dam Safety programs, we all saw what happened in Michigan.
• Hazard Mitigation Assistance grant programs for mitigation include a target for rural communities.